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CHAPTER I 

I N T R 0 D U C T I 0 N 

I.1. Backaround of the problem 

As one of the literary works, drama is an important 

human creation among other arts. Drama offers the best 

examples of human problem of the virtual world, a world 

which seems to be but is not the real one, and reflects 

how people live. Drama rather presents human life and 

human uot iv it.y Lhrou~h 1 ts ohuroo t.ers' ao t ion and d ta-

logues than through description as another literary work. 

As Reaske said ( 1966,5) that a drama is composition 

which delineates life and human activity by means of 

presenting various actions of - and dialogues between - a 

group of characters . 

In this thesis the writer would 1 ike· to analyze the 

play A Doll's House, a modern drama, which is one of 

Henrick Ibsen· s work.· Ibsen is a· modern dramatist and. 

poet posing a ~urrent social question in a thought 

-provoking way. Through his works Ibsen offers or under-

standing of the social problems which raised at his time. 

As Austin E .. Quickley said: 

With Ibsen's work, we take a large ste~ towards 
·understanding an eyolving conception of modern 
drama, one in which the drama serve not as a dis
_penser of social slogans or social programmers, but 
as an incitement to exploration and inquiry. This 
inquiry explores neQ posibilities in the generic· 
nature of the on-stage ~orld, as a means of ~hed-
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ding new light on the nature of an off-stage world 
which it not only selectively reflects, but also 
aggresively confronts, challenges and illuminates." 
(1985,114) 

In this case, the scientific explorers are needed to dig 

up causes and effects in society as the social problems. 

Ibsen's self awareness as a playwright leads him to 

answer the contemporary social -problems on the stage. 

A Doll's House is one of Ibsen's famous work. It is 

regarded as the first truly great realistic drama of 

modern time~ A Doll's House is the result of Ibsen's 

reaction to the world, a man-dominated world. Frederic 

Wedmore said that The Doll's House is a drama written 

partly to show that in life of civilization a woman mu~t 

not be considered as man"s creature alone - a ministr~ni 

or a toy ( Egan, 1985,107). In society there is ·unfair 

social, a neglect of the feminine - society was in too 

great a degree masculine. It seemed that man and woman 

differ basically in their reaction to the world . 

. For that reason the writer of this thesis would 

like to ana~yze A Doll's House, emphasizing on the main 

character· s problem. In .this play Hora Helmer, the main 

character, has a serious problem in her life. She is a 

woman who cannot be herself in contemporary society. In 

contemporary society, a married woman, as Nora Helmer, is 

a wife who suffers in life becatise of the greed of man or 

her husband. In the play, Nora, as a married woman, has 
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not the samP. right as her husband·s has. 

Torvald Helmer. Nora· s husband, is tha reflect j :•n 

of contemporary society that has the social attitude- ar.d 

notion towards woman. Helmer regards his wife as a play· 

thing or a doll to make his feeling happy rather than a~ 

a human being or as an independent person who has a soul. 

ltP. treats his wife as unliving thing or his pet that -.:nn 

be controlled her life by him. Besides that Helmer is 

more oonl'lernod with his position in society than for t.li& 

emotional needs of his wife. He won't accept his wif&·s 

action which can destroy his prestige in society, al

though his wife does it to save his life and prove ~er 

love to him. He accuses her as a liar who is not fit to 

educate their children. Beside through Torvald Helmer, 

the unfair social attitude and notion towards woman is 

represented through the other characters in the play. 

On the other side, Nora is getting aware of her 

poor pos\tion. She thinks that woman should be treated as 

a human being. and not as a mere dnll. Every ~oman 

to emancipate herself and sacrif~ce Rll rather 

permit herself to be merely a pretty plRything. 

tries to maintain her right~ and dignity by opposing 

unfair social attitude and not.ion towRrds hP.r.. 

ought 

th:.r, 

Nor~ 

the· 

That is the reason the writer choo~es A Doll·~ 

House focusing in Nora's Afforts to get her rights, i~ 
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this case womCJ.1 • s :r. igh t, as the ref le ct ion of her defense 

again~t the so~ial attitude and notion. On the other word 

how dces the c~aracter of woman in the play defend of the 

her rights ? 9nd how does the attitude and notion of 

society towards women, especially married women ? 

1. 2. Oll.iste.t.i.Y.e.-0.Z the stwU_ 

In analyzing Henrick Ibsen"s play A Doll"s Hous~. 

the writer of this thesis primary objective of the 

study. That is to know tho character of woman in the 

play, e$pecially her attitude, in facing her society's 

attitude and notion toward~ woman and to know the social 

·~ttitude and notion towards married woman in the play 

itself and in the Victorian age. 

The writer of this thesis tries to find out her aim 

through two points. The first point she find it through 

the intrinsic components of the play, i.e. plot, oharac-

te:-:i.;.:.gtion, and set.ting based on th~ objective theory and 

litc~nry approach. The second she proves it through the 

extarnal points of rof~ren.::e. sur.::h a~; by psychologi~a l 

approach 3nd ~ooinlngionl approach baBod on mimeti~ 

1. 3. s.iurli.fi~1.11.cc of tlrn studx, 

liy analy.zintl Henrie).: Ibsen's A...Jl.Q.ll's 11..o...!.JJlit, the 
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writer of this thesis hopes to get deep insight of the 

soci~l problems during th~ Victorian period, especially 

the position of contemporary married women and the devel-

opment of women's right movement at that time, because 

when we study the play A Doll's House , we will know that· 

A Doll's House re~resents some social aspects of the 

Victorian age. 

She also hopes to contribute to the body of knowl-

edge and contribute the understanding about women's 

conflict in society and women's attitude in facing her· 

conflict. She hopes it give a valuable introduction for 

further research about women's rights, so women feel 

aware with their position in society. 

This thesis is also hoped to give some aspects of 

human life, especially psychology and sociology aspects, 

to the readers. So the readers will have a deeper insight 

into human problem and human characters, in this case 

women's rights movevent. 

1.4. Method of research 

In analyzing this play, the writer uses the library 

research to get some information which support her analy-

sis. In library research she collects the data from book, 

dictionaries, encyclopedias, or some printed materials 

dealing with Henrick Ibsen's work, especially A Poll's 

Honse. Besides that she collects some critics about the 
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play and Ibsen's view. The writer also find some informa

tion from other books dealing with her approach. 

After collecting the data from some information in 

library researc~, the writer of this thesis also uses 

descriptive analysis. It means that she collects some 

words from the script as her datas. Sometimes she analy

zes those datas and quotes them in pure form. But some

times she describe those data or simbols; which have 

conotative meaning, by paraphrasing them, and quotes 

them. So her analysis there are many quotations to sup

port her analysis. She analyzes her datas and arranges 

them in chronological order. 

Dealing with background of the problem, analyzing 

the main 6haracter·s problem in the play A Doll's House 

as a study the motives of characters, the writer of this 

thesis uses.interpretiv~ analysis. In this analysis she 

wants to interpret what the play means to her or illus

trate her idea of the play's meaning. To do this, she 

selects and arranges some of the incidents and dialogues 

from the play which support her interpretation. Her 

selection and arrangement are subjective) guided by her 

individual view of the book. But her interpretation is 

reliable because it does not contradict the text or 

anything people know about Henrick Ibsen's intension in 

writing the play. 
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